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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
The study of response sets in both interest and per• 
sonali ty 1nventor1ea has received a great deal of atten-
tion and has caused much controversy concerning some of 
the related variables. Although response eets have long 
been recognized. only the la.st few years or so have wit-
nessed the increased interest they have received as a 
potentially powerful approach in the study or human behavior. 
From the beginning of personality testing, psychologists 
have been troubled by the relativel7 low validities of 
their tests. Even after years or research on the tt standard0 
tests and on the new tests appearing on the market almost 
daily~ these val1d1t1ea remain relatively unchanged. one 
may ask,. ttWhere do we go from here?"' A number of researchers 
teel that the answer to th1s question may be found in the 
study of response sets, or as referred to by others. response 
styles,, response tendencies,, or rssponse patterns. Each of 
these terms as used by different writers mean generally the 
same th1ng1: that is,. *'any tendency causing a person con• 
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e1stently to g1ve different responses to test items 
than he would when the same content 1a presented in a 
different form" ( Oronbaoh,, 1946). 
One ot the variables involved 1n this a!'ea ia 
that of content wh1oh can var7 as to degree of test 
item amb1gu1t7. At the present,, it is evident that 
response aets or patterns are not highly consistent 
when compared across several measures differing in con• 
tent. In a study on the acquiescent response sett MoGee 
(l962b) maintains that •• ~ 
"It aoqu1esoent .behavior is to be interpreted 
as the 1nd1scrim1nant use of yes, true, and 
agree optionstc irrespective of item content.,, 
correlations should be high between content 
and non•con+,,ent measures of. aoquieaoence. or. 
it there are two types of aoqu1eeoenoe a.a Baas 
has suggested,. one would at least expect that 
various non-content measures would constitute 
one of the tr.pee •. and correlate highly w1ih 
one another. • 
McGee (l962a.) tound oorrela.t1one tor a.cqu1esoence in con-
tent and oontentlees measures that suggest that this ia 
not the OP ee. 
Norman (196) ): comps.red the effectiveness of responses 
to both relevant and irrelevant stimuli in terms or their 
ability to predict the status of individuals on each ot five 
peer rating :re.ct.ors. He found that the keys f'or e. figural 
drawing test had zero validities,. an Oooupa.t1onal Preference 
Inventory had essentially zero va.11d1t1ea,. but all five of 
-' ... 
the validity coefficients for a Desor1pt1ve AdJeot1ve 
Inventory were positive and stat1st1oally s1gn1t1oant. 
Norman's atudy presents strong support for the View that 
response sets a.re at lea.st partially dependent upon the 
t7pe of content used to elicit them. 
Sechrest and Jackson (1962~ 1963). who have been 
interested primarily in the generality ot deviant response 
tendencies~ concluded. that content may be a critical var-
iable. In their 1962 study they administered the PR'f• 
.MMl?I 1, and a foroed•cho1ce version or the Welsh Figure 
Preference ~est to college students and nurs1ns students. 
In ad.di tiol'l,, the college etudents completed the :tndependence-
Conform1 ty Inventory and the Person Preference Test,. and 
the nurses were asked. to make soo1ometr1c nominations ot 
each other :for several desor1pt1ve adjectives'. 'I·he results 
do not support the contention that deviation tendencies are 
manifested. to some degree in every personality variable. 
Too many of' the correlat1ons were inconsequential., a.nd no 
consistent relationships were found between the deviation 
measures studied. Seohrest and Ja.okson (1963) conclude 
that, •• 
ult 1t is adm1tted that deviant response t.enden• 
cies are less than completely general. then 1t is 
appropriate to inquire into the properties o:f' items 
or measures differentiating deviant subgroups. The 
content of 1 tems t.>r scales may be one important rel-
evant property determining differential responses. 0 
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Other studies have differed in their results. Forehand 
(1962} received n1gn1t1oant oorralat1ona between certain 
response sets aorosa several measures from graduate and 
undergraduate students. He administered four acquiescent 
measures which included.: (1) Phony Language Exam. con-
sisting or non-meaningful content; (2) studont'Op1nion 
survey,, oonsieting of meaningful but re..ndom ma. terial per-
taining to "college 11ta'! having favorably o.nd unfavorably 
worded. statements in a.p:proximatoly equal numbers; (3) Cali-
fornia F scale e.ud revere ad F aoale; and (4) Informo:t1on-
~rue Teat,. con~:.1n1ng 60 d.1fi'icult and ambiguous 1tems with 
another 40 easy 1 tems which were not scored.. fle: also a.dm1n-
1stered. the :PR1r and an Activities Preference Checklist. 
The Phon7 t.anguage Exam a.nd the Information-True Test were 
also scored for peraeverat1on. and tho PRT and the Activ-
1 ties ?reference Oheckl1st were both scored. tor positive• 
negative and general extremism. Hie results show thnt 
the extreme positive., extreme negative• and extremtJ general 
response sets on the ?RT were a1gn1f1ca.ntly rela.ted "to the 
same on tho Aet1v1t1es Preference Oheokl1st. Tha two mea-
sures or perseveration were not signif1cant.y aorrelatedt 
but both had s1gnif1eant negative correlations with the 
general extreme reaponae tendency on tlle l'RT. The only 
significant correlatjon tor acquiescence was between the 
, F .and F-reversed scales and the Student Opinion Survey. 
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S11ler and Chipman (1963) gave 7 response set mea-
sures to college at.udents. The measures included: (l) 
Marlow-Cr-own Sooie.1 Dea1re.b111 ty; {2) Edward ''s Social 
Desirabili. ty ;. (3 ). uouch-Ken1ston Agreement Response Set; 
(4) .Fulkerson Acqu1eacenoi~r (5). overall Agreement Score 
for Adjectives; (6) overall Agreement Score for Statements 
(.MMPl type l;. and (7 j, Grigg-Thorpe AdJ active Checklist 
for Deviance. ·· The results indicate moderate correls.tio11s 
ra.ng1ns from .39 to ,.67 for the acquieecenoe mca.surea 
and· a low but a1g.'11i'ica.nt eorrelation betwof.-'!l the two 
&oo1al dao1rability Dea.sures. Schutz and Foster (1963) 
also found aequieeoence to be positively correlated across 
measures but did not coneider' the correlations to be high 
enou)3h to involve a hishly generalized reaponee tendency. 
There was also an indication from a factor analysis ot 
their> data that scoring procedure& a.ffeot the nature of 
the taotor atruoture. When ·possible response options 
t;1.re combined into one score. suoh as combining 0 rooderately 
a.grGe.,a.nd "strongl7 agree" as a. soore tor acquiescence, the 
results may ba confounded when aeeking to dooionatrate a 
rel.a t1onah1p bet.ween response style and perbonali ty. Thus. 
it would seem that the illOst feasible design would utilize 
e1m1la.r options for all tests refleoting the ea.me response 
seta. 
The a.bove studies 1nd1oa.te some of the problems con-
-6-
oel"'ned. in the 1nvestiga. t1m.1 of response sets pa.1 .. tio-
ularly 1n relation to content. They also point out 
thut a;;rcement ia not e.lwaye reached a.mong the various 
ren!',a.rohers. For a better urid.erstandin3 ot the problem 
1t 1e necessary to look at aome of the other reseuroh 
reported in t.ha 11 tora ture, somE1 ,,f which is only in .. 
d1reotly relatOO. to the content vo.r1a.bls. tot us. arort 
at the be.3inn1.11g and take a br1af look at some of this 
Oronbnch (1946) ws.i:i one of the first to bring atten-
t1on to content by reoogn1z1ng a :phenomenon which h<l 
called reaponac sot. As noted 1n Cronbach's definition 
or response act quoted above, the relationship between 
content and. rosponse sets prC>sented. 1 taelr as a. problem 
right from the beginning. In fact, Oronbaoh ltent one step 
more in his art!ole and stated that ••• 
"The crucial qu0st1on for an understanding of 
response sets is the extent to which they are 
trana1ent or fixed. !s an aoqu1escent person 
equa.llv aoqu1eaoent 1n a history test, e. ohem-
istry 'est, and an adjustment inventory? Is 
the causioua, evasive person equally so in a 
grammar teat, a personality test, and an a.tt1• 
tUde scale?" 
Although Cronba.oh recognized the poes\b111ty of reflecting 
personality oh.araoteriet1oa by means of response sets, he 
emphasized that they should be avoided and eliminated \fhen-
ever poas1ble ( Cronba.oh,.. 1946_. 1950). 
Rundquist (1950) took the oppos1te stand. He ma1n-
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ta1ned that if a response set influences behavior 1n 
a variety of si tuat1o:na over a lon3 period oi' time,. 
it 'l\'OUld be worthy of investigation with the possi ... 
b111 ty of using it o.a a me<].n:J of measuring psrsonnli ty. 
";iorldng with the response set to take ext.reme positions 
he did find that ths?re is a tend.er1cy for those who 
take extremt~ poa1 tions in descr1 blnc; their tra.1 ta o.lso 
to take extreme ~os1t1ons in describing their interest 
(r = .40}. 
Berg ( 1953) us1.ne verbal and uon-verbal tests found 
results similar to thoa0 of Rundquist with E·xtremc poa1 .... 
tion :response set.a. Berg' a design allowed him to study 
the t0at-ret~st rcl1ab111ty of each test after 7 and 15 
da.ya a.a well as tl1e ti:md~'noy for th0 resFon.:::.e at~t to carry 
over from the on0 teat to the other. Thr:=, tAots used ware 
the PRT and th1;: 1iord Rsaot1on Tm~t (v;RT). His results 
suggest that (1) extreme reSJ;ionne sot in a given test 
1a fairly stable, and (2) extreme response act carries 
over only mod~ratf!ly to a. second teat dif:terins from the 
first in 1 tem content. The oo:t~rcla.tiona between .extreme 
response set scores on the two measures rane;ed from .34 
to .77. Berg and Rapa11ort {1954) by havin3 subjects 
respond to ime~3inary quest1011s., found ev1de11oe that pos1 .. 
t1on preference may be a. factor in bias• 
In oovera.1 later studios, Be:rg (1955, 1957, 1959) 
maintains that test item content is totally un1mpor• 
tant. The rationale for this is based on his Deviation 
Hypothesis. The Deviation Hypothesis stated is ••• 
'*Deviant rcsponze patterns tend to be 0enoral; 
hence those dev1ant behavior patterns whioh 
are s1gn1fioant for abnormality (atyp1calnass) 
and thus regitrded t>ta oymptoms (earmarks or 
s:lgns} are associated with othE:lr deviant 
response pr .. ttcrns which eu·e in noncri t1cal 
areas or behavior and which a.re not resa.roed. 
a.o aymp+.oms of persona.11 ty a.berra tion tnor 
as symptoms. signs, earma.rke )» (Berg, 1957 • 
p. 159). " 
It follows that stimuluo patterns of e.:ny type o.nd of any 
sense mods.11 ty may bo us ad to elio1 t deviant response 
pattorns; thun,. pe.r-tioular stimulus content is un1mpor-
p.l:'oba.bl;r as a result of Borg• s Deviation Hypothusia. 
}!any of' those atuclic;s r;.:rti concerned m~~inly ~·11th the ab1l-
i ty of th~ uoviatio~·1 res:ponf:lf~ tendency (and to e. somewhat 
leaser· r::::terrt other roapcna~:i octs) to d.1acr1.ri11nate between 
groups differing on $CwQ be-havioral criterion. 
Hos-ponoo :Jets a.'!:d Grou12 Difteroncos.. i..Uarm e.nd Berg 
... ' • - J 
(19611)) 1;,.dndnist·'.)l"(>d two tests;: one auditory nnd one 
visual,. to 83 normn.1 a:r1d Sl sch1zophrGn1o mlbj ecta. :For 
the o.udi tcry tc•st they used 50 relatively mce.ninglosa tr1.pe 
- 9 ... 
The same response options were used f'or both tests,, 
"like muoh. tt "like slightl71 " ttd1el1ke sl1ghtly" and 
1
'd1sl1ke much." The results ahow that of the 200 re-
sponses on the auditory teat 71 s~gnif1cantly disor1m• 
1nate between normal and aoh1zophrenio females a~ 
the .01 and .05 levels and 65 s1gn1ficantly d1sor1m1nate 
between normal and aoh1tophren1c males at the same lev-els 
ot oonfidenoe, · Barnes (1955) found that response aets 
differed. between groups trom·the general population 
and suoh clinical groups as heterogeneous abnormals, 
psychot1_..s,, and soh1~opb:ren1~e for both males and feme.los. 
Differences were also reported between males 1n the gen-
eral population and males w1 th oharaoter disorders, as 
well as between male psychotics and. male oharaoter dis• 
orders. 
Hestgrly (1963) studied deviant response patterns 1n 
relation to ohronolog1cal age. The results show a trend 
for young children to choose a larse number ot deviant 
responses on the PRTt- With the number of' devia.n.t responses 
d1m1n1ah1ng as age inorea.sea up to about 59 years. Between 
the ages from 60 to 83 yea.rs the number increases rapidly 
until the scores a.re similar to nine a.nd ten year olds. 
One ot tlle most striking findings in Hesterly's data 1s 
that those in the o.ge group 20 to 59 chose middle reaponae 
options, the 0 11ke slightly" and ttdislike slightlytt for the 
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majority of their responses; whereas~ children and 
elderly e.dulta preferred. the extremea more frequently-. 
Ba.mes (1955) found that aoh1zophren1cs also choose 
the extreme response position rather than the less 
extreme positions. In related research, Roitzsoh 
(1959) found s1gn1f1oant differences on the FRT~ using 
deviation response tendencies, between normal adolea.oents 
and nor'mal adults but not between normal adults and 
neurotic ad.ul ta. The neurotic adul ta revealed. scores 
similar to the normal adolescents. Ro1tzsoh also found 
the devi "\nt response pattet"ne of neurotic adults a1gn1• 
ficantly different from adult sehizophrenias. 
Zax,: Melvin,. Cowmi and Peter (1963) round that when 
Nuns were aske<l to rate each of the Rorschach inkblots. 
on 21 aemantio differential scales~ they rated th€lll 
toward the more positive extreme of the evaluation scales 
and at times toward the more potent extreme of the 
potenoy scales when compared with college females. 
Adams and Berg (l96la) give evidence that on t..~e PRT 
sah1z.ophren1cs tended to exhibit highly positive responses 
and nourotica, while positive also, were leas extrem~• 
Character disorders favored negative r$sponsea and normals 
scored in the middle. 
Defining a. 0 r1g1d:i ty response set.•• Adams (1960) was 
able to d1sor1mina. te between normals and ech1zophren1ca 
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usins the Auditory Test and. the PRT. Adams def1ned 
rigidity as nthe Ta1lure to make a d1fterent1al response 
to differential st1mulua patterns.ti Adams obtained the 
stat1at1cal rigidity scores by aseigning ar1thmet1eal 
weights to the response options 0 l1ke muoh,u "11ka 
slightly," "d1sl11te sl1.shtlyu and nd1s11ke much~ ranging 
from l to 4. The vc~rienoe fo2~ ea.oh wa.a computed using 
the single item reaponae on each test separately as 
scores.· The variance was then mul t1pl1ed by 100 to get 
rid of the decimals. The relia.b1l1 ty of the variance 
scores d.1termined. for ea.oh group on each test sepnratelyt . 
ranged from .aa to .97 w1 th a.:n average of .94. 
Adams and Berg (l96lc) by using still another deviant 
resl?onse tendency on the ?RT found s1gn1ticant di.ff erenoes 
between aoh1zophren1ce and normals• The ech1zophren1cs 
showed mere of a. tendency to omit respc:mses or to oheok 
several options where only one choice was called tor. 
Deviant responding waa studied. by Grigg and Thorpe 
(1960) Who develo~ed a 72•1tem adjective oheok list which 
contained. adjectives that on the Gough·Adjeot1ve Check 
Ust had been seleoted by greater than 84 per cent a.nd 
leas than 16 per oent of the incoming freshmen at the 
University of Texas. This revised list was then adminis-
tered to a. new incoming class of freshmen. At the end 
ot the school year four groupst: determined by the type 
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ot counsel1n~ they had been rendered at the Un1vers1ty 
counseling center, were coropa1--ed. on the basis of their 
deviant r("sponaes. Results show that th() psych1a .. tr1c 
gi"\¢up and the personal. counseling group differea. signi-
ficantly from thE~ oducat1one,l-vocat1onal cases and a 
randomly seleot(:d. non-client control 3roup. 
Res"Oonse set,s and Und erl;zinp; Factors. A. second 
~ea of research somewhat spurred on by Berg pay~ 
p~rt1oular attention to the relationship between content 
and style. Wheeler, .. Little and Lehner (19511 faotor 
analyzed. the M.MPI scales a.nd. :found a peyohotio and. a. 
neurotic factor.. Barnes (l956a.) presents ev1denoe that 
the number of atypical 11 true" answers on the J.l-~! is a. 
pure factor teat of the psyohot1o factor and the number 
of a.typical "talsett answers ha.a a heavy loading on the 
neurotic factor. Furthermore,. the tendency to answer 
a.typically true was more highly correlated with the scales 
of' ·the psychotic triad while the tendency to answer· 
, 
-
atypically false was more highly correlated with the 
neurotic triad, and the two tendeno1es were not sign1f1• 
ca.ntly correlated (Barnes,, l956b). 
Messick and Jackson (1961),. 1n a review of factorial 
interpretations of the 14¥;FI• report that or 11 different , 
subject samples represented. in eight studies~ s1gn1!1oant 
correlations between the number ot items keyed true and. 
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the 1oa.d1nga on the first facto~ were obtained tor 
e1ght ot them. '!'his would sugge..;t that the largest 
tactor on tho :Mli!PI 1e interpretable in terms of acqu1-
csoenae. Jaokson and Mess1ck (1958) maintain that t..~e 
important question for research stemming from these 
studies on .the MM?I ie whether there are aona1eteno1es 
attributable to content atter allowing for style in the 
factors 1d.ent1tiedt· a.a well aa between various content 
and stylistic factors and psychopathology. A later 
study byJaokson and Messick {1951) wa.s concerned with 
this very ciuest1on. 'rhey obtained from factor analys1a 
ot the M~1PI a. r$lat1vely precise estimation ot the pro• 
por~1on of the response variance attributable to par-
1.1cular response sty-lea on the one hand and to oona1etent 
responses to i telll content on the other. 1'he da. ta obtained. 
were from a. pr1aon inmate sample. Thie factor analysis 
yielded two large orthogonal taotors., identified. as 
acquiescenoe and the consistent tendency to ~espond 
desirably or undesirably. Ot six small tactors remaining, 
three were interpreted aa due primarily to content*' and. 
three others due largely to 1 tem overlap• · Because of the 
limited general1za.t1on of results obtained from a sample 
01: prison inmates,, the study was replicated ut1l1a1ng 
oollege students and neuropayoh1atr1o patS;ents as sub-
Jeots (Jackson & Mess1ok~ 1962). S1m1lar results were 
- 14 -
found. 
several studies (Foster~ 196:: Foster & Grigg~ 1963) 
t.LB.ve been unable to find a s1sn1ficant relationship 
betlteen acqu1~.·eoe:r1ca and behaviore.l measures of con-
formity and cornplia.nce. Other atud.1es (Ooueh & Keniston., 
1960; Asch. 1958) have studied personality charaeter1st1os 
of persons exh1b1t1n3 certain response tendena1ee. Couch 
and Keniston found ttyea:z.a.yers" (a.cqu1eaoers) to be 1nd1.-
v1duals with weak ego controls, who nocept impulses w1~h· 
out reservation and who agree and readily eccept stimuli 
exerted on them, The ttz,:ayoa.yeru shows 1nh1b1 tion and 
suppression of his impulses~ as well as rejeotion of 
all emotional stimuli. 
SOlomon and Klein (1963) found correlations for 
college students quite similar to those for aoh1zophren1e 
patients uaing three measur~e of response $et and f1vo 
content see.lea. The correlat1ono betw1:101\ Couoh and 
Keniston• s eiverall Agreement Score and Solomon and ile1n' s 
bala.ncc4 Social Desirability Score were -.45 and -.43 for 
college students a.nd pa.t1ents respeot1ve1y. 
Several atud1es have us.sd names or :foods a.a item 
content.. These measures have been scored both for the 
deviation response set and the acquiescent reaponse aet. 
When having subjects oheok their food avertS1ons, these 
studies have reflected sex differences (Wallen_. 1943) t 
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diffc;ronc~~s in norr:-it".1 awl ncurot:!.c m~tl«~s (Wv.1.lcri, 1945) 
an~- bE'.'hcw:lcr tlioord•:-r1~ (Uallen, 1948).. ;,.ltua (19lf9) 
also found. datn that support Wnllen•a thesis th.nt 
to his adjustment. 
to cont~nt on the Califor:nlc. F acnle ty rovc·rc:t11g 1mlf 
of tJ1c i t€'.'IT:£ so th~'"t the truly 0 author1 to.r1an° lndiv1-
dus.l would 110cc1 to c:h~~ono lwlf posi t1v:::ly wordB'"'J. i tcms 
l"'cco:lvc: e. hi.::,:h score. Th.is tochniquo r1o·uld 2.01::m to act 
us fl. control for e.cquicscen.t I"(;sponso 0ct.. All of these 
stiJ.dics fouc.d that .3Ubjocta who a,r:~roG with n23atively 
ntr .. ted. itci.:io also tendeC. to a.e;re~; wit1:1 po:=itively stated. 
items. 
Lentz (1938) mv.intaincd that there is came c;.uet!tion 
as to whether balancing the number of pos1 tive and 
· n~ative it~~s within a 01vE1?1 test does not spuriously 
f'crce a z0ro corl:'E.'la. t1on between u.equiescencc nnd the 
trait measured. when there is a n:;ttural 2.nd inherent 
corralatio:n prcsE'nt .. 
Ga30 (19571c 1960) maintains that acquiescent response 
set pa.rte.!tes of 0 a. submissivo uncri tice.l a.ttl tude toward 
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idealized mora.l author1 t1es ot the 1n•group0 and thus, 
aoquiesoenoe 1e part of the authoritarian attitude. 
Alt.hough Messick and Jackeon (1957) report an error 
in Bass' data (BAss~ 1955) they still conclude·tb.at 
his emphasis upon acquiasoenoe in the F scale is 1m• 
portant and supported by other evidence. 
Jackso:r1,. Meas1ck and Solley (1957) found that 
those subj eots Who used the long 0 rigid11 solution 1n 
a aeries of Einstelluns water jar arithmetic problems 
also tended to asree w1 th both F and F reversed 1 tema. 
Cohn (1953) found s. sign1:f1cant oorrelo.tion between the 
F scale and a tendency to t:i.nswer •• truen to a diverae 
group of }l~PI items. 
In a. later art1ole,, Mesa1ok and Jackson (1958) state 
that. ••• 
"An aoqu1esocnt response se~ elicited by F 
scale items has a syetemat1o• ownulative 
effect upon scores. Thia acquiescent oom-
ponent in correlations between .the F eoale 
and other variables makes interpretation 
d1:f'f1cul t and previous one-to-one oorrespone.-
enoea questionable. It is true that response 
aoquiescence may be important in 1 ts own 
right aa a personality trait or individual 
style rather than being merely a momentary 
response set elicited by a part1oular testing 
situation. But, in any event, its a.ppet\ranoe 
in the Oal1fornia F scale 1s completely con~ 
founded With content variables, making 1 t 
impossible to tell whether a particular 
item response 1s reflecting acqu1esoenoe or 
belief. 0 
Jackson (1960) similarly tound that acquieaoenoe 1s a 
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major source or variance in the Oa.111'orn1a. l?sycho1og1oal 
Inventory and t.hat social desirability 1s also an im-
portant response determinant. 
fUI:J2oee of Present Study. The present study is 
concerned with the problem ot test item ambiguity 1n 
measures d.eaigned to reflect two response sets in bot'b 
student and psych1atr1o groups. The major purpose is 
that of determining whether cdntent has the same et'teots 
on response sets shown by groups that are widely d1tferent 
1n personality or if the effects are spec1t1o to the 
particular group studied. 
There is muoh ev1'1.enoe already quotai (Seohrest & 
Jackson~ 1962;: and others) which shows th.at response 
patterns are not highly consistent within a subject 
group. However,, when one group is compared w1 th anothert 
will the groups maintain their r'"'lative positions when 
tested under different types of content? This 1s the 
major question which this study attempts to answer. 
Correlat1ona1 approaches used in previous atud1ea raise 
more questions than they answer since they cannot solve 
this problem. 
J3y ut111z1ns a ra.etoria.1 design 1 t is possible to 
determine the eftects of auoh variables aa content• sex, 
and class differences,, a.a well a.s any interaction effects 
present. This e.pproe.oh should clarity soma of those 
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questions raised. by previous studies. 
~he analysis of var1a.noe approach ehould al$o 
shed light on another somewhat related problem. If., 
as is expected on the bae1s of studies such as Norman• s 
(1963) ;: response set scores differ a.cross content type&,. 
oa.n content be systematized a.coording to the degree of 
a.mb1su1ty or some other stlah variable? Bettg ('1959) 
maintains that although there has lons been a. need 
for such systematization of content so as to learn more 
ot the role content pla.1a in raaponae sets. no study has 
attemptoo. to do this. Alt.hough the present study is not 
directed. at this speoi!1c problem~ th1a researah and 
others using similar approaches may obtain data. that 
will prove helpful to the ieaue. 
Concerning this problem 1t was hypothesized. that 
response set scores among ~ll verJal measures would be 
more similar (will not d1ffer s1gn1t1cantly rrom one 
another) than response aet aooree between verbal and non• 
verbal measures. Thia pred.1ot1on is based on the rationale 
that meaeures employing verbal ma.ter1al would seem to be 
more similar in nature than a comparison or content 
ambiguity retleoted by verbal and non-verbal measures. 
Glmpter II 
PROOlIDUR1~ 
Sub,1 eots.:. Two groups of .§.!. were used in the study. 
Group A was composed of 25 femal3 and 25 male college 
students taken from General ?sychology classes at the 
University of R1ohmond. Group B conaiett:.d of 25 female 
and 25 me.le ~eitlcmts diagnosed as "psychot.1011 in resid.enoe 
at East.em State Hospital in Williamsburg, V1rg1n1a. Only 
those pat1nnte who were oona1dered utestabler• by the 
hosp1tal ate.ff were employed. No patient below the age 
ot 18 nor above the age of' 40 wa.a use.a.. f.1oet of the pat-
ients were receiving some form of medication and/or therapy 
tor their psyohotio symptoms. 
Response Set Meaeurea. :b'our separate measures were 
employed, each of. Which was designed to reflect two different 
response sets. The "four response set measures are:. similar 
in that each contains 60 items and has identical response 
options. 'I'he reaponae optio:na are '1 like much,., 0 like 
sl1ghtly, 0 0 d1s11ke s11shtly,tt and 0 d1al1ke muoh. 11 The 
four measures di ff er. however,_ w1 th respeo t to cont.ant 
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ambigu1 ty. The types of amb1e;u1 +y and the a.saoeia ted 
measures a.re as follows: 
l. Non-verbal content. Non-verbal content !a de• 
fined for the purpose of this pa.per a.a content. that 
does not employ stimuli composed of' words or languages. 
In this case, abstract designs were usc:d. It is not 
1mpl1e-d that abstract des1€91S constitute the best repre-
aent1t1ve of non-verbal content, but merely that it 1s 
one case of non-verbal content ard will be treated as 
suoh. :i:'hus, generalization will be 11mi ted to the specific 
type of non-verbal content in question. 
The representative measure used was the PerCf_;J?tua.l 
Re.a.ot1on ~ (?HT}, developed by Bex-g, Hunt, and Barnes 
(1949) pr1me.rily to measure deviant. response tendencies. 
The tEJs't is composed of 60 a.bstra.at dee1e;ns. lhe designs 
are mostly in the, colors of bla.ak and w.hi te ·with a few 
eonta1n1ns the color red.. ~ 1nd1aates the ~xtent to which 
-
he :tlikes11 or 11 d1alikes 11 each d1?)aign by checklng one of 
the above mentioned response opt1one. Th~ ~druinistra.tion 
t1me for this test is approximately seven minutes fo4" 
normal .§.!! and slie:-htly lonrser for :pathological ca.sea. 
2. General verbal content. This type of content is 
defined as content made up entirely o! words (one wo:t'd. per 
item) wh1oh are general in n~ture and when taken as a 
group are quite heterogeneous. The moo.sure employed was 
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developed by the author f'or the purpose of th1a study. It 
is referred to as the Noun Reac~1on Teet (NRT). It is very 
similar to the W9rd. Reaction Test_ constructed by Berg 
for the same purpose aa the PRT. (S~e Appendix). 
:; • Speoifio verbal oonte..'i'lt. The term apec1f1a ver ... 
bal content is applied to stimuli Which are verbal 1n 
nature a.nd. -w"hcn tal:en oolleot1vely have a oommon (tipeoi:t'ic) 
a.ssoe1e.t1on. The~ Reaat1on Test (FRT} whioh ia oom-
po sed c,f suoh cont~nt wae also construe ted by the author 
for the purpoee of th1o study. The content is specific 
in: the ncnse th.at each 1 tem oonelats or the nMle or a rood. 
Many of the foods used were ta.kEin from Wallen' s Food Aver-
sion Cheakliat (1943). The FRT was d(rnigned with response 
options a1m1lar to tho other measures involved ao as to 
tao111tate comparison. (See Appendix). 
4. Personal verbal oontant.. A third. measure con-
structed by th'J author, referred t.o as tJ1e AdJeetive Re-
aot1on Test (ART.) t utilizes content tha.t may be considered 
to be of a. more personal nature than any ot the oth~T 
three. It.. is composed of 60 personal a.djeotives. Altllough 
no formal attempt was mf'Mie to control for social dea1r-
li.b1l1 ty ,, it can readily be seen that both aides of the 
continuum a.re fairly equally represented. (See Appendix). 
Response Seta. Two different response sets were 
scored for each of the four testa. Both of the response 
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sets are a priori~ based on the test foils rather than 
on outside norms, for example, as would be required 
for a deviation response net. The response aeta with 
a brief descr1pt1on of each are as follows: 
l. Extremism response SGt (r:R.S) • The response set 
of extremism rofleots a t.endenoy to respond in an extreme 
manner which may be either in a positive or a negative 
d1reot1on. The score for this set 1e based upon the 
frequency With which the extreme response options 0 11Ite 
muohn and "dislike muoh" a.re chosen by §.. As there are 
sixty possible responses on. <::a.oh tent, scores for es.oh 
may range from O to 60. The higher th~ score 1s,, the 
more extreme the manner of respond1n5. 
2, Persevera.tion response set (PR8). The response 
set of perseverat1on reflects the degree to which the 
subject is flexible or rigid in his manner of responding. 
The score itself is based upon the tend.ency to repeat 
the previous response option~ and it 1$ determined by 
the number of runs where the same responi:;e is repeated 
for the suocess1ve option. A run is defined. as a succession 
of 1dent1cal responses which are followed and preceded. 
by different responses or by no responses at all. The 
score mo.y range rrom l to 60,. a score of 1 being the moat 
r1g1d and a score of 60 being the least rigid. 
?-!ethod. For the sake of conven1€nco 1n the a.dminis-
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trat1on of three verbal content measures. they were 
presented on a single p1e<:e of paper as one test. Al-
though the items for each test were grouped separately 
in columns., all items were nu.mberc-4 consecutively from 
one to 180. The first column consists or general words. 
the seoond of foods, and the third of adjectives. The 
~ marked their responses on a separate answer sheet, 
and th1s was also the case for the ?RT wh1oh was pre-
sented in its published booklet form. 
The General Psychology students were tested in their 
regular class periods. Two classes were used, one oon-
sisting of all male students and the other containing 
bot...'1 male and. female students. A1l students were told 
that they were not required to participate: however, none 
refUaed to do so. The students knew that the data were 
to be used for a. thesis etudy • but.. they were not. told 
the nature of tJ:le study until they had completed the tests. 
The two classes were teated on the same morning with an 
interval of only 10 minutes between the two. Thus. s1nca 
the classes met in separate build1n6a, there was no con-
cern over members of the second class learning the nature 
of the teats from members of the first. 
The patients were also teated in groups on two 
different days. On the first day two groups were tested• 
one oons1ot1ng of 9 males and the other of 21 females. 
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Four days later the remaining 20 patients were tested· 
in g.roups ra115in5 in size from 2 to 8 persons each. 
As some pat1ents reqUired a.s much as two hours to 
complete the tests and others needed only 30 minutoa, 
patients were starting and oomploting the tests contin- · 
uously from 1130 ?.1.r. to 6:00 P.H. Four testing rooms 
were used in all. 
Although no mention we.o made a.a to };hethar or not 
the pe.t1ente. w0re r~quired to pe.rtioip~.te. 8 ma.lea and. 
t\'10 re.males . refusc<l to continue after the fh.,st several 
minut~o of tf'sting t1.me. 11'ho answer shot>ts tor thr11:~e 
poreons were discarded and additional. ptit1ents l'rerc 
aeleotccl to r.mintain e, aarnpl<~ ·size of 50. 
S1m11.a:r· instructions were given to both studnnts 
und patients. All were told simply that the tests are 
measures of a l)erson' s 0 1ikesn and 0 d1slikes0 and that 
there are no u1ncorrect" answers. They wore further told 
that they W"~re to check for the aorresponding number on 
the answer· sheet the appropriate. blan.k 1ndioat1ng the 
extent to which they 0 11ke'1 or t 1d1sl1lrn'' eaoh item. In-
structions for both tfiets were e1ven b~forc either test 
was begun. In all oases the PRT was administered last. 
Additional individual directions wnre requir~J fo~ some 
or the patients. 
After all dnta had been eoll~oted, each test was 
sco1~ea. f'or the two 1"'espons e s eta. '11hua, e1gh t scores 
waro obtained fo:r' ea.oh .§.. As atatr-:rd i:n the description 
of the response sets,, ecoring the extreme response set 
consisted aj.mply of' summing t...i:ti:: number of oheok~d re-
aponsos in the extreme; r·asponsc option columns, and 
scoring the pP-rsevora.tion response so::'.'t consisted of 
aummlng the nw:lber of run a found on ee.oh teat. 
Chapter III 
RESULTS 
Data. for the extremism response set (ERS) and the 
persaveration response set (PRS) were analyzed aepar• 
ately by use of two 2 x 2 x 4 fa.otor1e.l designs• ea.ch 
having 25 observations per oell w1 th repeated measures 
on :ftJ.cter a. In ca.oh ca.set factor A was class (p.aycho-
t1ca and stud en ta), factor B was sex, ·and fs.otor O was 
content. 1.e., general verbal., speo1t'io verbal., personal 
verbal and. non-verbal. The .05 level of eon:f1denoe was 
used for all tests. 
Table I presents the analysis o:r variance summary 
data. showin13 the main eff-0ots of' elasa,,. sex n.nd content,. 
and the interaction ef:f'eota of combinations of theoo 
factors wherf' the dapr>~dent variable 1a ERS Boorea. Ae 
noted in th1s table, the ma1n effectR of faotorA A, B, 
and a ar~ all significant beyond tho .01 level of con-
f1denoe. No 1nteraot1on effects were found to ex1at. 
In Table II are given the ERS means tor students 
and payohotios of both sexes on the four types of con-
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1.fable I 
ANOV summo.ry Table for ERS Data. 
source df 
Betye~ subject.~ 99 
Olaes (A) l 
sex (B) l 
A x l3 l 
Bubj. w. BPS· 96 
ll1th1n.$Ub~ecte 300 
Cont.ent (C) :s 
AxO: 
' B x 0: :;
AxBxO 
' c x subJ. w. gps. 288 
** F .99(1,96) : 6~.99 
F.99(3,288) : 3.78 
F 
a,190.25 19.20'** 
3.,931.29 9.22** 
187.69 _. ........ 
426.55 
;s.s;1.se :59.o9** 
39.os ..-.---~-
12.;o ......... 
92.20 l.04 
88.98 
F.95(1~961 = 3.95 
F.95(31 288) : 2.60 
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Table II 
ERS Means f'cr Students and Payohotioa of Both Sexes on 
the NRT, FRT, ART and FRT, and CVera.11 Means for Ee.oh 
Subgroup and :atoh Test, 
URT FRT A.'11.T PHT overall 
Males 26.80 29.24 29.12 17.80 25;74 
Students 
Female a 37.00 37.40 36.88 22 ,.2lt 33.38 
Males 38.12 39.72 39.28 27.52 36.16 
Psyohotios 
40.68 44.72 45.24 33.60 41.06 Fema.les 
50 
40 
30 
20 
lQ 
0 
. . . 
. . . 
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. . . . . . . . . ... 
. . . 
FRT. 
• ;;>ayahotie 
Fama.lea 
Psychotic 
Ma.lea 
Student 
Females 
Student. 
Males 
PR'f 
Figure l. ?rof1les of ZRS means tor students and 
psychotics of each sex. 
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Table III 
Teets on WrtB Means for Four Types of Content Using 
Duncan Procedure 
Levels ..... l>RT N"R.T 1~1T FRT 
Ord~red Means •••• 25.29 :;5.65 37.63 37.77 
kl 2 3 4 
q.95Ck,396): 2.77 ~L~92 3.02 
q.99(k.396): :;.64 :;.so 3.90 
S5Cl.95(k,,396): 2.61 2.75 2.85 
saq,.99(k,,396): 3.43 3.59 :;.68 
Ordered. differenaes: NRT ART FRT 
PRT 10.::;6~ 12.34** 12.ii.8*~· 
NR'I' 1.98 2.12 
ART_ .11~ 
~* S1gn1f1cant at .01 level. 
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Table IV 
ERS Means for All Students and All Psychotics 
on Four Types ot Content, and overall Mea.na 
For F.ach Group 
Students 
Psychotios 
NRT FRT ART · PRT 
31.90 33.32 33.eo 20.02 
39.40 42.22 42.26 30.56 
OV'EFl'.ALL 
29.56 
38.61 
-- 3:; -
Table V 
ERS Mee.ne for All Males and All Females on 
Four Types of Content,. and overall Means 
For Eaoh Group. 
.Males 
Females 
NRT FRT ART FRT OVERALL· 
32 .. 46 34 •. 48 34.20 22.66 30.95 
38.84 41.06 41.06 27.92 :57.22 
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tics. d1sregard1n5 sex. The psyahotioa gave a. greater 
number of extreme responses on each of' the four types 
of content with an average d1fferenoe between 'the two 
groups of 9 .05 per teat.- (p < .01). 
ERS mean scores tor all males and all remc.los are 
given in Table v. The females gave a s1gn1!1cantly 
greater- number o:f extrfime z•Hsponsea on ooeh measure,, 
an average di..:ferenoe of 6.17 per test,. (p <.Ol). 
Turning now to the persevera.tion response set. 11 
the analysis of variance summa.i·y data is preser-ted in 
'.table VI. :~s in the case of the EH.S de. ta, tho main 
effects of class. sex r;.md. om1tent,, and thH int.eraot1on 
etteots of' thest1 :fact.ors are shown. The 1'' values for 
the ma.in effects of class and content ai"e both s1gnit1-
oan't beyond the .Ol level of confi.dence. liowever,. since 
the intel'.'!':.l.ctio:n of claaa and cont.f;nt is also significant 
(p <.Ol), tha :mu.in ofi'eots o:f these factors oa.nnot 
readily be interpreted. :from the g1v:en da.·c.a.. 
Tables VII an.d VIl! show the reauJ. ta from the teat.a 
on the simple main offeots i'or olaas (.ti.) at tho four 
content lev.els ( C) and for content at -tl1€:i two class levels 
respeotiv.sly. All F values in both ta.bl ea a1:•e aig:nlfioa.nt 
at the .01 level of oonfldenoo except for faotor A at 
level c1 whioh is significant. at the .05 level. That is.., 
the differenc.e ·oetween th·a :;;:;,:a means for aturl<;.1.nts and 
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Table VI 
ANOV Summary Table for PRS Data. 
Souroe dt F 
Between sub,leots 99 
Class (A) l 8,854~81 42 ~02-IH~ 
sex {B) 1 40~96 _ ........... 
AxB l a2 .. s1 .......... -
Subj.- W.' gps~ 96 210~72 
Within subjects 300 
Content (C) 3 573.18 10.06** 
A.XO 3 582.:46 10.22** 
Bx 0 3 34.:98 .......... 
AxBxO 3 l.t67 _ ........... 
ax subj• W.; BPS• 288 56.-98 
** 
F_.99 (1,96) - 6.99 F .95(1.96) - 3.95 
F .99C3,.288) - 3 .. 78 F,.95{3~288) - 2.60 -
... :;6 -
Table VII 
Simple Main E:ffeota for Qlass (.A) at Oontent Levels (C) 
Efteats di' Ms F 
Factor A JOlassl 
tor level 01 (NRT) :; 68,644.00 :;.60* 
'l'or level 02 (FRT) 3 321,489.00 16 .• 85** 
for lev-el 03 (ART) 3 81.796.00 4.29** 
for level c4 (PRT) 3 588.,284.00 30.83** 
Error 288 19,083.00 
** F .99(:3,288) :: -:; • 78 
* F .95CS,288) - 2.60 
' 
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Table VIII 
Simple Main Effect.a for Cont.ent (C) a.t Olasa :Levelo {A) 
Etteets df 
Faotor . O ·~ Oontent) 
tor 1 evel a1 (stud ent.s) 3 
tor level a2 (psychotica) 3 
Error 288 
** P\99(3,,288) = ,.78 
* F ... 95(3,,288) :: 2.60 
221.95 
967.02 
55.98 
;.9~* 
16.97** 
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psychotics on the NRT waa s1gn1f1ce.nt at the .05 or1-
ter1on level but did not quite reach the .01 level a.a 
the other dif!erences did. 
Since the simple main eftecte tor both students 
and psychot1e.s were found to be &1gn11"1cant, and as 
there a.re more th.an two levels or the content factor,, 
Duncan tests were utilized. to find those means differing 
e1gn1f1cantly. Aa shown in !abl~s IX and X respeot1~ely• 
d1ffereneea were found to be e1gn1ticant both for 
students (p <.05) and for paychot.1os (p < .Ol).. These 
differences will be presented more clearly in a later 
table. The profiles showing thG interaction effects ot 
olase and content are presented in Figures 2 and ). 
~bles XI through. XII.I p:oesen.t 'Various oompariaona 
ot the PRS mean.a. Table XI shows those means for students 
and psychotics of' ea.oh sex on the four types of content, 
as well as overall means tor ea.ch group and ea.oh teat. 
Note that the four means for ea.oh group a.re relatively 
more uniform than was the case for ERS means. 
Irt 'fable XlI sex is disregarded. showing a com-
parison ot PRS means f'or all students and all psychotics. 
For students,. the :PRS mean on the PRT 1s s1gn1f'1oantly 
higher than those tor the NRT and. the FR'.r ('p <.05).. Recall 
that peraevE.~ra tion aoorea are based. on the number or "runs"' 
found on the answer sheet. Henoe., the larger the scot'e 
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the "less r1g1d., or "less persavera.t1va'' is the response 
pattern. Therefore, student response patterns are lass 
r151d on the l?RT, Student means are most s1m1lar on 
the NRT and FRT, a d1fferonoe of .16. 
The psychot1os show higher persevera.t1on scores 
(thus. they respond less rigidly) on the ART nnd the,NRT 
than on the FR'? e.nd the PRT (p <.Ol). There is a differ-
ence of only .14 between the two low means and one of 
2.24 between the two high means. The mean difference 
between the high pair and the aow pa.1r is 7.45. 
~able XIII shows PRS means for all males and all 
tems.les, disregarding cla.se. As can be seen in this 
table a.nd more clearly in Figure 4, there are essentially 
no differences between the two sexes. 
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Table IX 
Teste on PRS Means Ua1ng Duncan Proo~.:1uJ:•e: Facto?> C 
(Content) at LGv0l al (Stu1ento) 
I,evels ....... FRT !lRT tl.fd: PRT 
Ord.ore!. Moo.na ..... 35.:;4 35.50 38 r;::;:i • i:;._ 39.20 
ks. 2 3 4 
q.95(k,196) .: 2.77 2.92 3.02 
saq.95 (lc.,196):' 2.96 3.12 3.23 
Ord.era:t d1f:f'erena~o; NRT. ,\RT ?RT 
Ffi'.D .16 2.88 3.86* 
N-o"i' 
"".&.\.- 2.72 3.701> 
AH.T .98 
= * Significant at .05 level. 
Table X 
1'eet.a on PRS Means Using Duncan J?rooed.ure: F'aotor O 
(Oontent)_ at Level a.2 (Psychotics) 
Levels.·.···· ?B!t 1fH'l' URT AI-tT 
O:rdert-;d iJ!~a.na •••• 23.86 21~.oo 30 ~ ... • ..::.b 32.50 
k; 2 :; 4 
q. 95 ( k, 196 ) ; 2.77 2 .. 92 3.02 
q.99(k.l96): :.;.6!f 3.80 .3.90 
s5q .95 (ktl96) I 2~96 3.12 3.23 
saq.99(k,196) ;: :;.89 4.07 4.17 
Ordered differences; ·FR~ lffiT A.l=i.T 
PRT .14 o.40iH1' 8.64*{" 
FRT 6.26·:t·;i' 8.50** 
NHT 2.24 
sa • i.07 >!T* Significant at .01 level 
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\7·pea of content. 
'table XI 
PRS Means for Students and Psychotics of Both Se:xes on 
the MRT, FRT; ART and PRT, and OVere.11 J.Teans for 'Gach 
subgroup and Each Teat 
stud~nts 
Ma.lea 
F'emalea 
!•!ales 
Psyol:'>.otics . 
Fe.males 
NRT FRT ART PHT 
35.84 35~04 ~.32 39.52 
35.16 35.64 39.12 38.88 
30.92 23.80 33.32 25.68 
29.60 24.20 31.68 22.04 
overall 32.ca 29.67 JS.36 31.53 
overall 
36.93 
37.20 
28.43 
26.88 
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1'able XII 
PEil 1-Ieam~ for- A11 Studontn and •Ul J>eychotics 
on F'ou.r 1.rypes of Cont.e11t,. and ovei"all g€-,ans 
For. ;'.:ach Group 
NRT FRT AH~~ ?H.T Overall 
.stud en ta 35.50 35 .31; 38.22 39.20 3'{.06 
?sychotioa 30.26 24.00 32 .. 50 23.a6 2'{.66 
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Table· XIII 
ERS Means tor All Ma.lea and All Females on 
Four Types of Content, and overall l•!eans 
For Ji'aoh Group 
NRT ART FnT 
1'1a.J.es 29.42 35.32 32.60 
32.38 29.92 35.40 30.46 
overall 
32.68 
40 
as 
"7· --"<If -
----
All $'Qft&l OU 
Al.l Mal9a 
116~\fil 4. PRS protil.$$ f'or t£t11 ~!il~e.i {,.r.~ all fMall,?i& 
· on toUX" typu ot ~ont~t. (i~o e1~1f1cc.nt d1t!ef'<«t'loco). 
Ohapter IV 
DISCUSSION 
As presented. in t:h.e previous ohaptert, the an2.lysia 
of variance for tho ERS data yielded s1gn1f1oant main 
erreots due to olaso, sex and content. A dlaouss1on 
ot each ot these thl."'E)e :factors and the implications 
ot these findings follow. 
The finding that psyohot1os g1ve a1gn1f1cantly 
more extreme responses than normal aubJeots to each or 
the tour responee set mea.aures 1a cone1stent with pre-
vious reae~.roh repo1•ted in the 11 terature (Barnes, 1955; 
Ade.ms & Berg, 1961a; Hesterly, 1963). lt should be 
fairly well established by now th~t this is generally 
the case., that psychotics prefer those reeponoe options 
at e1ther extreme of the response continuum to a. greater 
extent than persons not mentally deranged. Hesterly ts 
(1963) results also indicate t.hs.t children respond much 
like the psyohot1c in choosing extreme responses. 
one plausible explanation for this tits n1oely into 
the framework or Freudian psychology. Freud differ en-
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t1ato:i between the primary and seoondary processes of 
the mind. The prima.ry prooeas is displayed in th& 
thoughta and actions of a young child. The e41ld has 
'few if any 1nh1b1t1ons; his '1 ego't hae not yet developed 
to the point tha. t 1 t begin a to control h1s a.ct1ons. .As 
the child begans to develop,, the a.econdary prooeaa 
gradually takes over. At this po1nt the person is some-
what more inhibitocl and controlled by his "ego/' 1~von 
in the adult etaise of' developrt1ent the primary process 
continues to nhow itself thrcush dre£J.ma and wishful 
thinking. 
The Freudians maintain that tJ:1e psychotic personality 
1s characterized by e. d1sorgan1za tion of the n:ontal 
processes;. he beeomos fixated. at an earlier point in h1a 
developnicmt and en5a15es in primary be1iav.1or much 11ka that 
o:r the child.. T!lua;, tho similo.ri:ty of r(';sponsc tendencios 
in the psychotic and the child might be n ttributed to 
Freud's prim~:.ry prooinss. 
Further support tor th1a th~ory is noen in studi~o 
comparing the response set.s of e .. dul t ncmro tic a and. rio:r1.uu.1 
adolescents (Roi tzsch* 1959). Tho.Ge two groupB do not 
aoem to d1tfe1" in their response te:ndenc:lcs, \1ho:rcas, 
dif'fere:noes a.re :found between th!'se groups. and both norma.l 
adul ta s.nd adult schlzophrenios. Tho Frnudie.ns mc.1nts.1n 
that tho neurotic is aloo fixated in h1e development 
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but at e. la.tar stage thnn the psycho tie. Hence., on the 
bae1a or this theory,, the adult neurotic would be expected 
to respond similarly to the nonn~l adolescent. 
The second signitic£»nt main effect obtain.ea. 1a tha:t 
ot $ex. For ea.oh of tlw i~our :t'(Hlponeo l3c?t nwasuros studled 
females chose a larger number of extreme responses than 
me.lea. Aa reported in the 11 tera ture and as nlso re-
ported 1n a. leter part of the presa11t paper in rolation 
to the PR.a,, sex d.11".fcrances ru.1 e no't always fou."ld in 
response set scores. 'rhis points out a.n ohvious 11ecd. 
for conoldcra.tion of aex when both ai'a used in studies 
designed to dif'terentlo. te between classes or m ..tbet .. oupa 
of people on ths 'basis of l."'espons0 sets. If both sexos 
are used 1n the so.me subgroup,, stat1st1ca.l tGsts should 
detir21 taly be a.ppli~:d to detect any aucl1 possible differ-
ences du.e solely to sox. Otherwise, the results mo.y be 
confounded and hen.oe, .not meaningful. 
One of the most otrik1n3 findings on !:Els with respect 
to content is tl1a.t l"lone of the thrae verbal content n~asures 
differed. a1gniticantly from one a.noth~r; however, (:.?~ch of 
the three d1i'i.'ex.~0d r>i61111'icantly i'rom the non-ve1..,bal 
moosure,; the l?HT. 'lhe ?RT. t~lioi tod. tews·r extro:ne r0aponses 
tr.an any ot the three measures corn.11stlns of verbal con-
tent. Thus,, the hypothesis oonoer:ni.ng diff'crcmces with 
verbal and non-verbal content io suppox·ted by the ERS data. 
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An obv1oua explanation tor this would perhaps be 
that two separate classes or types of content differing 
in degree of a~biguity are involved. Although McGee 
{1962&) found avid.once us1ns the a.aqu1ascent response 
sot that 1s eontra.ry to these roaulta, hi.a findings are 
based on a corralat1onal approo.oh and he studied. a 
d1fferent response set. Furt.J.1er support for the posi t1on 
taken here of two types or content ,,s given by the trends 
for ea.oh subgroup. Not only do the overall maane for 
each measure follow this pattern, but each subgroup 
shows e1m1lar results. 
For each response oet mee.aure, psyohotio females 
chose the larsest number of extreme respon$e options, 
psychotic ms.lee chose the :next largest,; student females 
the third largest,. and student males the smallest number. 
Hence,: w1 th respect to the purpose of the preoent atudy 
s&~ forth in the beginning of this :pa.per, there is atrong 
evidence to support the thesis th..-:it tho effects of con-
tent ambiguity may be fairly uniform for several groups 
d1ti'ering 1n persona.11 ty. In other words. although 
differences may exist within e~ch group between two or 
more of' the measures used.t the relative positions ot the 
groups remain unohanged-
Theso 1'1nd1nga further imply tha. t al though ERB acorea , 
may not be comparable across measures differing in contm1t,, 
any one of the four measures involved. might be applicable 
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tor discriminatory purposes. 
W1th reapeet to the PrtS., somewhat d.ifff;ront results 
wer~ obtained. /.i.lthough the students were found. to be 
lean "poraevera.tive" or ttrigid0 in their nu:mner of re-
sponding to each of the four moosurea, 1nte~e.otion effects 
were found. between content ·Snd ola.aa. The psychotic 
group was o.tf'eoted more- by changes in content than was 
the stud.cnt group. The psychotics were more ''rigid" on 
.. 
the measures ut111z1ng speoif1~ content (foodo) and 
non-verbal content 'then on the rf->main1113 two measures. 
Th~e are at lea.st two 1t1terpretat1ona that might account 
for this. 
First or allt, it might be argued that the paychotiao 
reapondc-d. more 0 r1g1d.1yn to the N'RT and the AflT becauae 
of social desirab1li ty • Thia is baaed on the assumption 
tlw..t since the items on the FRT aro rather epeoif1o 1n 
nature and the 1 tems on the l?RT a.re "non-mean1ng:f'u111 in 
the sense that tlrny are abstract, aooial desirability ha.a 
lens oh.a.nee to affect the response ehoioca. However. if 
t..'11s were the case 1 t seems tht.i.t we would aco evid.enoa 
tor this in the etud.ent group e.o well. This was not the 
ease. Also,_, it 1s not too :plauaiblE; that psychotiaa would 
be aonsit1ve to socially desirable responses. 
A second,, more f ea.s1ble e~lanation is that the !oode 
and abstract d.es1gna, due to their inherent no.ture»: are 
oe.pt.tble of elioi ting fewer assoo1a tions than general 
words or personal a.djeot1ven. The former are more 
restricted 1n their meaning oonveyc-0. to the subject. 
Thus,~ in the onse of the student whose mental processes 
are not impaired,, slight differences between similar 
stimuli mny bs perceived d1tf eren't1ally and responded. 
to ncoord1ne;ly. However,_ :tn the case of the psychot1c. 
whose mental processes are aome'AhE-1~t disorganized, the 
similnri ty only brings con.fUaion which reaulta 1n a. 
more stereotyped. behavior. 'L'h1s would also eXplain 
why 'the psychotio is e.lao more ttrig1d1t in h1s responding 
than the student on the rema1n1ng two measures. 
Another aspect on which resul ta for the PRS differed. 
from those of the ERS is found in a comparison of the sex 
differenoea. It may bo recalled that there wore a1g-
n1f'ioant di:f'ferenaea between the sexes when scored for 
ERS but not for l?RS. Nothing in the data. would indicate 
why this is so. It does imply,. however• that the choice 
or the response set to be uaed. in discrim1na. tory purposes 
ma.1 well depsnd on what is to be d1aor1m1na.tt:d. Por 
axa.mple., where one response set migl1t have greater dis-
orimlnatory power in disorimina.ting bet·wcmn pt:lyohotics 
and normals,, a different response sot m1f:5llt prove to be 
a more sensitive instrument for uso with neurotics and 
character disoX\iers. 
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The hypothesis supported by the ERS data that 
there would be no differc::nces between the three verbal 
measures; but the verbal mae.aures would differ f'rozn 
the non-verbal measure 1n not fully supported. by the 
?RS da.ta.,, For the PM., the students were a13111f1cnntly 
less "r1g1d" on tho ?l<1T a.nd FHT the..n they ware on the 
~tT and NRT. 
The reaul ts of tho present study all seem to lead 
to the followin;3 oonolusiona. First, a. systematization 
of content seems to be no't only possible but high1y 
feasible in the study of personnl1 ty by moans of' response 
sets. Secondly,, it sooma probable that item style as 
represented by the three verbal measures belong to a 
separa. te ola.as or type of' ambigui t;r than 1 tem atyle of 
the PRTt and that d1fforent styles el1o1t different 
response aeta. 
'l:he major problem with respect to content Sy$terna• 
tization 1a the difficulty in determining the crucial 
var1a.blea involved. and the appropriate means or que.n-
t1Z1cat1on ot those variables. Berg (1959) mnintains 
that these diffioultias,, given time. should not be im-
possible to overcome without having to reso~t to sub-
jective rating sea.le meth.Ods. The results from the pro-
eent study imply that ~ther., more extensive work using 
multiple oompar1sona of different and perhaps varying 
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types of contont nlsht µrove fruit.:f'ul in this a.roo. 
Another :f'1n<I1ne which li..ae been discuaaed. only 
briefly in rele tlon to d..ifroring results obtained 
from the two response acts deserves greater emphasis 
v;t thie :point. Tho find.ins th.at. differences in sexes 
showed up 1'-!hen using only one of t..ho two rosponse sets 
implya that all response sets are not man1tostod by 
the ae.me factors. For example, :e..qs nooroa arc reflec-
tive at least pnrt:1ul1y of' di,fferenees in both pc:rccnal1ty 
and ~ax. However, ?RS eoores ignore th0 diff erenoea 1n 
sex bu.t rems.in aansitive to personniity d1f:f'ercncos., 
This phenomonon could conceivably ooon that thore ie 
an "idoalH rasponso z:;et for dieor:tmina tins betwef!n ooch 
posaiblo pair of behavioral dttfet'eneos,. whether the 
d.ifterencca aro in porsono.11. ty., sex or lntoreet. To 
:further complionte m.a.ttcra, the!"e may well be 1ntoro.et1on 
eftects botwee11 the pn.rtioulo..r response set and the type 
of content utilized,. a.a was round for ?RS. Thua, it 
would be nooeasary to determine th.a '•1dea.l0 content for 
tho .. ideal" response aet~ These findings a.gain 1nd1ae.to 
the need. for a. ayetems.t1zat1on of content. 
Clw.pter V 
T11e present study 1s concerned. with the problem 
of tent .1 tem ambiguity in inoo.aures dosie;nOO. to refloot 
two response sets in both student and paychotic sroups. 
The major pux•:poso 1f:J tha. t of d.etorm:tnins whether content 
ha.a t...11.m sa.me of:tocts on rcs3,onse ac~to shown by groups 
that a.ro widely differont 1n personality or if the 
etfcota are spea1fie to the~ particular group studied.. 
The method aonsi sted of' administerh15 tour t"oeponse 
set r.noa.sures, each dif"l'er1n0 with respect to test item 
content. to atudicmtn and. psyohotics.. r-,aoh group con-
$1.sted of half ma.lea and half femnlos ~ The tour mes.stn">es 
-v1ero each scored :for extremism reapona0 a<~1t (T'.!R.'3) a11d 
peraevoration reaponso set (PRS}. T11e four typea of 
content utilized. were gen.oral verbal (nouns),. speo1f1¢ 
verbal (foods),, persomtl verbal (ad.j eotives), and nc11-
v.erbal (abstract designs). 
The major roaul ts f'rom the statistical e~no.lyeis are 
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a.s follows s 
1. With respect to ERS; significant differences 
were found. duo to three different factors. adjustment, 
sex,. and content. 
2. With respect to the 'S:?Jl content :f'a.otor, t.he 
three verbal measures did not differ from ca.oh other~ 
although,, ea.oh d1ff'arod from the non-verbal measure. 
Thia finding d1d not hold true for the PRS data.. 
3. ,Although d1fferenoea ware found within sroups 
between response set measures,. the relative pos1 tions 
of tho groups were not altered~ 
4 •. Interaction effoots between adjustment and con-
tent 'ftere found for the PRfl da. ta. 
5. Se~ had a. greater 1n1'1uenoe on the El-1.S data than 
on the PRS data. 
APPENDD: 
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APPENDIX A 
Verbal Test Items in Order of Presentation 
General Specific 
1. radio 31. church 61. steak 
2. gang 32. America 62. cabbage 
3. slope 33. football 63. hot dogs 
4. house 34. mud 64. veal 
s. ceremony 35. friend 65. spaghetti ,,. 
river 36. mountain 66. baloney o. 
7. contest 37. wedding 67. sauerkraut 
8. . road 38 . letter 68. cheese 
9. automation 39. picture 69. ham 
10. ,novel 40. arithmetic 70. hamburger 
11. chamber 41. summer 71. pork 
12. banks 42. movie 72. baked beans 
13. paper 43. war 73. pizza 
14. crowd 44. bicycle 74. tomatoes 
15. habit 45. bed 75. lettuce 
16. victim 46. color 76. french fries 
17. ratio 47. children 77. fried chicken 
18. teacher 48. medicine 78. turkey 
19. science 49. home 79. celery 
20. spy 50. wife 80. oliv-es 
21. news 51. dance 81. mushrooms 
22. seacoast 52. jungle 82. broccoli 
23. animal 53. monument 83. beets 
24. sofa 54. police 84. carrots 
25. secretary 55. silver 85. asparagus 
26. city 56. art 86. chili 
27. parents 57. clothes 87. spinach 
28. skyscraper 58. boxing 88. peas 
29. universe 59. music 89. rice 
30. ho~pital 60. travel 90. turnips 
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APPENDIX A 
Verbal Test Items in Order of Presentation 
(Continued) 
Personal 
91. grits 121. healthy 151. ordinary 
92. onions 122. sensible 152. ambitious 
93. cucumbers 123. sadistic 153. jealous 
94. bananas 124. notorious 154. suspicious 
95. cottage cheese 125. scandalous 155. heavenly 
96. cauliflower 126. silly 156. conventional 
97. watermelon 127. arrogant 157. sinful 
98. brussels sprouts 128. common 158. vicious 
99. egg plant 129. inferior 159. nervous 
100. liver 130. lustful 160. irritable 
101. corn 131. extravagant 161. impressive 
102. coleslaw 132. dull 162. awkward 
103. corned beef hash 133. rational 163. majestic 
104. brains 134. sad 164. hysterical 
105. macaroni 135. considerate 165. passionate 
106. lamb 136. happy 166. violent 
107. duck 137. beautiful 167. almighty 
108. squirrel 138. lazy 168. moody 
109. apple pie 139. trustful 169. unrestricted 
110. strawberries 140. confident 170. calm 
111. cherries 141. honorable 171. charming 
112. quail 142. crazy 172. exotic 
113. -salmon 143. intelligent 173. broken 
114. oysters 144. bold 174. dynamic 
115. eggs 145. brave 175. defeated 
116. corn bread 146. excellent 176. loyal 
117. crab meat 147. stable 177. angry 
118. lobster 148. interesting 178. ghostly 
119. squash 149. noble 179. vain 
120. shrimp 150. sluggish 180. gentle 
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APPENDIX B 
Table Bl. Basic Data: Extremism 
Scores for Male Students 
Subject 01 02 C3 c i:· 4 Total 
1. 34 21 27 20 102 
2. 33 33 43 13 122 
3. 47 30 47 22 146 
4. 36 42 44 26 148 
5. 32 19 23 12 86 
6. 24 17 39 20 100 
7. 35 57 30 18 140 
8. 26 25 39 25 115 
9. 20 9 7 33 69 
10. 30 36 40 18 124 
11. 21 10 18 10 59 
12. 37 41 28 29 135 
13. 21 39 20 20 100 
14. 18 19 7 6 50 
15. 24 43 56 12 135 
16. 5 26 15 0 46 
17. 27 40 36 21 124 
18. 27 34 22 35 118 
19. 12 11 10 14 47 
20. 24 29 27 16 96 
21. 25 39 35 12 111 
22. 36 45 43 33 157 
23. 20 13 14 12 59 
24. 33 35 32 17 117 
25. 23 18 26 1 68 
--,. 
-- --
Totals: 670 731 728 445 2574 
* The column headings C ref er to the four types of 
content used to elicit the response set. c1 is general verbal; C2 is specific verbal; C3 is per-
sonal verbal; C4 is non-verbal. 
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APPENDIX B 
Table B.2 Basic Data: Extremism 
Scores for Female Students 
Subject 01 02 03 C4ii- Total 
1. 23 23 20 19 85 
2. 37 38 36 31 142 
3. 47 38 56 43 184 
4. 34 43 44 18 139 
5. 36 39 30 28 133 
6. 32 41 38 20 131 
7. 44 37 32 25 138 
8. 21 24 37 25 107 
9. 39 41 34 27 141 
10. 42 47 38 19 146 
11. 42 43 29 8 122 
12. 35 29 25 16 105 
13. 36 35 36 23 130 
lL~ • 40 27 30 28 125 
15. 39 40 49 21 149 
16. 37 37 44 21 139 
17. 32 44 31 21 128 
18. 46 43 44 5 138 
19. 36 28 35 10 109 
20. 31 37 35 26 129 
21. 29 36 27 13 105 
22. 45 55 45 36 181 
23. 41 34 43 19 137 
24. 34 22 32 19 107 
25. 47 54 52 35 188 
Totals: 925 935 922 556 3338 
* The column headings C refer to four types of 
content used to elicit the response set. C1 is 
general verbal; Cf is specific verbal; c3 is per-
sonal verbal; C4 s non-verbal. 
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APPENDIX B 
Table B.3 Basic Data: Extremism 
Scores for Male Patients 
Subject c:1 C2 C3 C4* Total 
1. 58 54 58 48 218 
2. 16 29 28 5 78 
3. 17 29 26 22 94 
4. 3 0 31 0 34 
5. 34 38 46 29 147 
6. 48 55 47 48 198 
7. 18 40 31 10 99 
8. 33 60 26 32 151 
9. 60 60 60 60 240 
10. 25 43 36 0 104 
11. 43 11 54 0 108 
12. 48 56 47 7 158 
13. 38 45 33 38 154 
14. 29 23 31 1 84 
15. 46 25 32 60 163 
16. 49 55 50 19 173 
17. 49 47 45 60 201 
18. 43 52 51 12 158 
19. 22 16 3 3 44 
20. 48 60 48 60 216 
21. 53 40 53 59 205 
22. 41 38 45 34 158 
23. 50 51 55 47 203 
24. 48 29 32 16 125 
25. _ZL 
..2L 14 18 103 
Totals: 953 993 982 688 3616 
* The column headings C ref er to four types of 
content used to elicit the response set. C1 is 
general verbal; C2 is specific verbal; C3 is per-
sonal verbal; C4 is non-verbal. 
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APPENDIX B 
Table B.4 Basic Data: Extremism 
Scores for Female Patients 
Subject C1 C2 C3 C4i' Total 
l. 50 39 54 43 186 
2. 27 32 29 17 105 
3. 22 23 16 18 79 
4. 35 50 23 59 167 
5. 13 17 31 0 61 
6. 42 38 45 43 168 
7. 28 47 57 1 133 
8. 49 49 54 24 176 
9. 41 42 53 30 166 
10. 53 47 30 44 174 
11. 53 56 55 55 219 
12. 56 57 52 45 210 
13. 55 59 53 34 201 
14. 49 52 58 29 188 
15. 32 15 51 3 101 
16. 47 59 38 58 202 
27. 34 38 32 22 126 
18. 36 50 42 28 156 
19. 53 56 58 50 217 
20. 42 . 47 53 37 179 
21. 36 37 47 32 152 
22. 50 55 59 52 216 
23. 29 60 30 56 175 
24. 37 39 58 0 134 
25. 48 ~ 53 60 215 
Totals: 1017 1118 1131 840 4106 
* The column headings C refer to four types of 
content used to elicit the response set. C1 is 
general verbal; c2 is specific verbal; C3 is per-
sonal verbal; C4 is non-verbal. 1 
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APPENDIX B 
Table B.5 Basic Data: Perseveration 
Scores for Male Students 
Subject 0,1 02 03 C4* Total 
1. 33 38 38 41 150 
2. 37 43 40 42 162 
3. 25 35 40 44 144 
4. 36 38 33 46 153 
5. 40 27 45 37 149 
6. 36 27 41 37 141 
7. 36 16 38 35 125 
8. 40 41 44 47 172 
9. 36 34 30 47 147 
10. 33 44 43 41 161 
11. 29 31 30 37 127 
12. 43 36 41 46 166 
13. 30 40 37 44 151 
14. 29 36 22 27 114 
15~ 41 35 33 40 149 
16. 18 39 35 20 112 
17. 42 39 41 45 167 
18. 49 40 41 47 177 
19. 37 25 35 40 137 
20. 35 35 40 40 150 
21. 39 36 39 43 157 
22. 35 34 29 31 129 
23. 39 38 43 47 167 
24. 43 28 37 44 152 
25. 35 41 38 20 134 
-- ---
Totals: 896 876 933 988 3693 
-11- The column headings C ref er to the four types of 
content used to elicit the response set. C1 is 
general verbal; 02 is specific verbal; C3 is per-
sonal verbal; C4 is non-verbal. 
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APPENDIX B 
Table B •. 6 Basic Data: P.er.sev~ra tion 
Scores for Female Students 
Subject 01 02 C3 C4~" Total 
1. 51 33 33 40 157 
2. 33 46 42 41 162 
3. 27 40 32 40 139 
4. 37 34 36 39 146 
5. 39 35 43 46 163 
6. 35 41 38 36 150 
7. 34 41 49 46 170 
8. 36 42 38 37 153 
9. 35 42 38 40 155 
10. 27 22 40 41 130 
11. 33 34 37 38 142 
12. 45 40 46 37 168 
13. 37 40 43 41 161 
14. 34 46 44 45 169 
15. 35 32 38 35 140 
16. 43 33 33 33 142 
17. 35 32 40 30 137 
18. 29 27 36 29 121 
19. 37 38 39 34 148 
20. 35 41 37 41 154 
21. 38 34 42 30 144 
22. 26 17 35 42 120 
23. 37 44 38 42 161 
24. 34 40 44 43 161 
25. ...Kl._ _11_ 
..2L 46 127: 
Totals: 879 891 978 972 3720 
* The column headings C refer to the four types of 
content used to elicit the response set. Cl is 
general verbal; 02 is specific verbal; C3 is per-
sonal verbal; 04 is non-verbal. 
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APPENDIX B 
Table B.7 Basic Data: Perneveration 
Scores for Male Patients 
Subject C1 C2 C3 C4~~ Total 
1. 23 19 26 33 101 
2. 38 40 39 28 145 
3. 37 36 45 43 161 
4. 8 5 35 1 49 
5. 38 40 32 41 151 
6. 30 12 39 30 111 
7. 37 16 31 28 112 
8. 39 3 37 48 127 
9. 1 1 1 1 4 
10. 42 35 37 38 152 
11. 29 36 31 1 97 
12. 29 5 40 20 94 
13. 40 26 28 34 128 
14. 45 37 31 30 143 
15. 31 53 43 1 128 
16. 27 13 34 36 110 
17. 28 21 39 8 96 
18. 36 15 31 39 121 
19. 39 23 35 23 120 
20. 15 1 17 1 34 
21. 26 27 29 3 85 
22. 30 34 44 39 147 
23. 36 27 22 30 115 
24. 31 36 47 46 160 
25. 38 34 40 40 152 
- -- --
Totals: 773 595 833 642 2843 
~~ The column headings C refer to four types of 
content used to elicit the response set. G1 is 
general content; C2 is specific verbal; C3 is per-
sonal verbal; C4 is non-verbal. 
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Table B .8 Basic Data: Perseveration 
Scores for Female Patients 
Subject C1 G2 C3 C4* Total 
1. 31 34 37 37 139 
2. 44 47 45 43 179 
3. 40 35 42 30 147 
4. 33 19 28 3 83 
5. 21 23 35 9 .88 
6. 42 36 29 32 139 
7• 35 26 30 5 96 
8. 23 22 32 32 109 
.9. 40 35 33 41 149 
10. 25 20 41 28 114 
11. 11 9 11 8 39 
12. 8 5 38 29 80 
13. 25 19 32 33 109 
14. 39 29 26 34 128 
15. 46 32 34 18 130 
16. 24 3 34 5 66 
17. 43 32 34 23 132 
18. 32 37 38 17 124 
19. 22 22 29 28 101 
20. 26 20 38 35 119 
21. 35 38 39 22 134 
22. 30 9 32 33 104 
23. 5 1 1 4 11 
24. 34 27 24 1 86 
25. ~ _Q_ _.2.Q_ _1 _ 82 
Totals: 740 605 792 551 2688 
*The column headings C ref er to four types of 
content used to elicit the response set. C1 is 
general verbal; 02 is specific verbal; 03 is per-
sonal verbal; C4 is non-verbal. 
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